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What can an average Hindu do for Dharma ?

A list of New Year resolutions for the average Hindu to follow this year.

1. Vote BJP : Despite disagreements it's currently the best party for Hindus, vote

for them in state & central elections, ask questions when they get to power.

2. Be a Hindu tribalist, always keep a fellow Hindu over a non-Hindu. Follow these three axioms and spread the word. The

best long term thing you can do for Hinduism is to give Hindu society a sense of tribalism.

https://t.co/67l9bdm8Ok

The three axioms of Hindu tribalism :

1. Between two non-Hindus, prefer the one whose ideology is less anti-Hindu. (Parsi over Muslim, Atheist over

Christian)

2. Between a Hindu and a non-Hindu, prefer the Hindu always.

3. Between two Hindus, prefer the more pro-Hindutva.

— Traditionalist (@HinduTrad) December 21, 2020

3. Wear a visible symbol to mark your Hinduness publicly, it maybe a Tilak, a sacred thread, a Kalawa or anything

distinctively Hindu. Enough propaganda has been done against Hindu symbols. We need to undo it.

4. Buy only from Hindu run businesses. Don't give your hard earned money to people who want extinction of your religion

and people. Even if a thing from a Hindu is slightly expensive, buy from him instead of a slightly cheaper from a non-Hindu.

5. Know your place in the world, your friends and your enemies. Be a civilizationally conscious Hindu who isn't fooled by

non-Hindus. Read the pinned threads of this handle. Spread them further. Counter misinformation on Hinduism. Let every

Hindu be aware of the reality.
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6. Know a local Hindu leader ( from BJP, RSS, VHP, BD etc) to contact I'm case of an emergency. Be in contact with a few

such small leaders too. Stay in touch with them and help Hindus around you too.

7. Don't be friends with people from enemy cults of Hinduism. This only helps in fighting against tribalism as you try to

reason why everyone from those cults isn't your enemy and there as some good ones too.

8. Have basic knowledge of Hinduism. Know the basic contents of Ramayan, Mahabharat, the various Puranas etc. Don't be

an ignorant Hindu who gets fooled by everyone on his own religion.

9. Visit a temple atleast once weekly and donate there. Try to socialise with Hindus there and talk with them on Hindu

issues.

10. Celebrate Hindu festivals with great pomp and joy publicaly with friends and family. No need to be apologetic around it.

These are your festivals. Who won't celebrate it if not you ?

11. Shame people around you who mock Hindus or Hinduism in any way. Let them be known that mocking Hinduism won't

be tolerated and we can give it back too. Even if they are your family or friends, shame them. Silence means acceptance of

their ideas.

12. For parents - Teach them about Hinduism and Hindu tribalism from the childhood itself. Don't let them get influenced by

mass media. Childhood and teenage influences us for our entire lives, better not let your enemies rule over your child during

this period.

13. For children - Listen to your parents, have respect for your family, stay away from any dangerous addictions. Reject

anything anti-Hindu you see around you. Try to have basic knowledge of your family traditions and history. You have to pass

them on further.

Thank you for reading this far, if you liked it then please share it with other Hindus.

Har Har Mahadeva !
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